COMMUNITY: Frequently Asked Questions Regarding
Return to In-Person Learning

Before submitting questions to lnfo@wcskids.net or via our district Facebook
page, please take a minute to review all the FAQs to ensure your question is not
already answered.
Please note: New questions and answers are in blue.

1. What did the Board of Education decide on October 15, 2020?
a. At their meeting on October 15, 2020, the Board of Education voted to
approve a framework to allow students who want to be in-person to return
to school. This will lead to another parent survey, asking families to
choose in-person or to continue learning on line, allowing the district to
build cohorts and student schedules.
2. Why did the Board approve a "framework" rather than a "formal
schedule?"
a. To ensure we can accommodate everyone who wishes to return to inperson learning, the plan presented to the Board assumes all students will
return to school. Once we know the actual numbers offamilies choosing
in-person and those choosing to continue learning on line, we will finalize
details and share them with the community.
3. As a parent, what decision do I need to make?
a. Parents will be surveyed to determine if they prefer in-person or virtual
learning. We are asking families to complete this by 4:00 pm on Friday,
October 23 to help with our planning.
4. My child attends an elementary school, why did you choose to start them
on a half day instead of a full day?
a. Starting with a half day at the elementary schools will allow us to work
together on staffing for support services such as latchkey and supervision
for the cafeteria/recess. In addition.a half-day in-person limits the amount
of asynchronous learning time for students. Our goal is to return
elementary students to a full day of school.
5. Will my child's teacher change?
a. As we build cohorts and identify students for in-person and virtual
learning, it is possible students will receive new teachers.
6. Can a student be part time virtual and part time in-person?
a. Not at this time, families must select in-person or virtual.
7. If I choose in-person, when will my child start school?

a. Though the final timeline will be entirely dependent on the survey to
determine the needs of the community, and being able to work out final
staffing and logistics, we have established a target of bringing students
back beginning in November. We have identified, however, the order of
the return. Our Pre-K- 2 would be included in thefirstgroup; 3 -5 next;
followed by 6 and 9; and the remaining secondary grades as the final
group.
8. Will Schools of Choice/Open Enrollment students return to their home
schools if they prefer to study on line, or, can they maintain their positions
in the schools they currently have?
a. Our goal is to keep students in the schools they are currently enrolled in.
Schools of Choice/Open Enrollment students will not lose their seats in
their schools if they choose in-person or virtual.
9. Are there accommodations being made for students who choose to remain
virtual full time to have the ability to continue in the Butcher/CPC programs
they are currently enrolled in?
a. Yes, we can accommodate students who choose to remain virtual full time
in our Butcher, WCSPAand CPC programs. The ability to provide this
opportunity was a key reason our in-person schedule moved secondary
students to a full day immediately. This is a change from the summer,
when the selection of either virtual would not allow students to attend
Butcher, WCSPA, or CPC if they chose our virtual option. The decision to
begin all students remotely allowed students to begin their classes on line
at Butcher or CPC at the start of the school year. At this point in the
academic year, rescheduling students who choose the virtual option and
not allowing these students to complete the courses they have already
started would not be equitable. As we get a clearer picture of how many
students prefer in-person to virtual, we will have a clearer understanding
of staff assignments for these programs and other offerings such as band.
For now, secondary students can select in-person or virtual and have
access to programs they participate in.
10. My child is in elementary school. Will he/she have the same teacher
throughout the entire day? They start in-person and then have Remote
Learning in the afternoon , will they have the same teacher all day?
a. Yes, your child will have the same teacher for the in-person and remote
learning portion of his/her day.
11 . If you choose virtual learning, who are the teachers/staff that we would
work with for questions/problems? Would they be from the home school?
a. If you choose virtual learning, your child will continue to work with teachers
from our district, and in most cases, teachers from their school, or
teachers they have been working with already during the school year.
12.lf you choose virtual learning how will a child's IEP be addressed?
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a. IEP services would remain virtual, in an identical format to what the district
is providing through virtual learning.
13. If virtual, will schools still assist with technology?
a. Yes, our commitment to supporting students and parents with technology
will continue should families choose the virtual option.
14. How will you space students 6 feet apart on a bus?
a. Students will not be 6 feet apart on the bus. However, they will wear
masks and will be facing the same direction , which are two important
recommendations from health officials. In addition, buses will be sanitized
after every run.
15. Will students' temps be taken before entering the building?
a. Student temperatures will not be taken as they enter the building each
day. However, we are prepared should student become symptomatic
16.Will students be questioned by screeners regarding symptoms when
entering the bus/building? If they are exhibiting symptoms will they be
excluded?
a. Staff will not question students when they enter the building every
morning. However, our schools have all identified a space and designated
it as a quarantine area. Students and staff who are symptomatic will be
sent home until they have a negative test or have recovered according to
CDC guidelines
17. Will proper mask wearing be enforced (covering nose and mouth)?
a. Our district has taken a strong stance on wearing masks properly and will
continue to do so.
18. Will band happen outdoors? If not, how will you space the kids apart?
a. Band classes will happen in our band rooms, using the guidance of the
Michigan Department of Health and Human Services. You can find their
very helpful document by clicking here.
19. Have you considered the cases/mortality of teachers and staff? Can we
have that added into the return to school framework? At what point would
an outbreak to cause WCS to choose to return to virtual learning?
a. Our district follows closely information from the Macomb County Health
Department, which is published in a helpful dashboard (which you can find
at this link) through ourCounty Government. We would follow the
recommendations of the Michigan Health and Human Services, and our
County Health Department to make decisions using their guidance.
20. My child is in elementary school. Would you please consider extending the
school day from 9:00-2:00, with children eating lunch in their classroom?
On their off days, they can work on independent work and attend their
special classes and remain virtual on Wednesday morning.
a. The goal of the district is to extend our elementary offering to full days. In
order to make that happen, we need additional support staff for our
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latchkey programs and to monitor places such as the playground and
cafeteria. In addition, a move to full days will limit children's access to their
teachers.
21. There has been no mention of latchkey?
a. Latch key is a vital support service for families our district provides. Staffing
our program is a high priority so we can comply with state requirements.
At this time, latchkey is not part of the initial in-person framework,
however, it is something we are working on.
22. What's the curriculum going to be? Currently the morning is math and the
afternoon is English/language arts. Will this remain the same?
a. Our district curriculum remains the same as we make this transition .
Deciding when math or ELA are taught is left to buildings/individual
teachers.
23.1 have a child in elementary school and a child in middle school. Will they
go in-person on the same days?
a. As a district, we are making every effort to keep children from the same
household in the same cohort, which is a big reason we are asking for
sibling information on our survey. In the majority of cases, we will be able
to have children from the same household go to school on the same day.
The exception to the rule may be students in very specialized programs,
where options are more narrow.
24. If I opt for the virtual plan, will my child's schedule change?
a. At the elementary level, there won't be significant changes to our
schedule. At the secondary level, the virtual schedule may change to look
more like the in -person schedule.
25. When can I reevaluate my decision? If I choose virtual now, can I change to
in-person later, or, if I choose in-person now, can I change to virtual?
a. We will allow families to make changes on their selection in January to
correspond with the end of the first semester/second trimester.
26. ls this framework intended to be the plan through the remainder of the
school year?
a. We will offer a virtual option to students throughout the school year;
however, our goal is to grow our in-person offerings (especially at the
elementary level)to allow students more in-person time in school.
27. What is asynchronous learning? Where does it take place?
a. Asynchronous learning is schoolwork that is done independently at home
by students. During these periods, students do not have access to their
teachers. It may be a video to watch or an assignmentto complete.
28. Will secondary students have access to lockers?
a. Students will not have access to lockers initially to limit hallway traffic.
29. Will World of Fours, Preschool, and Transitional Kindergarten have a
virtual option?
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a. Yes, our Early Childhood programs, following our elementary schedule,
will have in-person and virtual options for students.
30. Will bussing be available to students who qualified in the past?
a. Yes, transportation will be available for those who have qualified in the
past.
31. My child is in 9th grade, is there going to be an orientation? She has never
been in the school and will not know where here classes or locker would
be.
a. Part of our plan to return students to in-person learning allows for students
in 6th and 9 th grade to start a few days before their secondary peers to
allow them time to get oriented to their new schools and procedures.
32. I'm frustrated by the district's proposal to return elementary students for a
half day. Please help me understand why this is the decision, as it has a
very negative impact on working families.
a. Our goal is to return elementary students for a fu II day of school.
Currently, the district is prioritizing the amount of time students have
access to their teacher (in -person or on Schoology) rather than have
students have entire days without any contact with their teachers. In
addition, there are challenges with critical support staff positions the
district is working to address.
33. ls Warren Consolidated Schools experiencing a staff shortage?
a. Yes. We are experiencing a staff shortage across a range of support staff
positions. Our plan for common areas such as cafeterias or playgrounds,
our plans for programs such as latchkey, and our need to transport, feed,
and manage our facilities for students requires many additional staff
members. These additional positions in our district need to be filled in
order to fu Ily bring students back to school.
34. Will teachers remain at their desks or work area, or, will they be allowed to
move around the classroom and help students?
a. Teachers may not move around the classroom as much as they have in
the past, and there will be additional distancing between students and
staff. However, teachers will be able to help students individually and in
small groups.
35. What is the maximum number of students that will be allowed in a
classroom?
a. Student desks will be spaced 6 feet apart. The number of students in the
classroom will depend on the size of the classroom.
36.What if a child has a positive COVID-19 test result?
a. If the student is learning remotely , the parents will be contacted by the
Pandemic Response Manager (PRM) who will notify the parents of the
need to quarantine at home for 14 days. If the student is learning inperson, he/she will be sent home, the parents will be contacted by the
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PRM who will notify the parents of the need to quarantine at home for 14
days. The Macomb County Health Department will immediately be
notified. Contact tracing will begin and those determined to be in close
contact with the student during the infectious period will be notified to
quarantine by the PRM. The area and classroom the student was in will
be disinfected and deep cleaned.
37. What if a student's parent(s} test positive for COVID-19?
a. When the district is notified that a student's parent, or other household
member, tests positive, the parents will be contacted by the Pandemic
Response Manager(PRM). The PRM will notify the parents to quarantine
the student based on guidance from the MacombCounty Health
Department as to the length of time the student should remain in
quarantine.
38. What if a teacher has COVID-19?
a. If a teacher has tested positive forCOVID-19, and is teaching remotely, the
teacher would quarantine at home for 14 days. If the teacher is teaching inperson, they would be sent home to quarantine and the MacombCounty
Health Department would be immediately notified. Contact tracing will
begin and those determined to be in close contact with the teacher during
the infectious period will be notified to quarantine by the PRM. The area
and classroom the teacher was in will be disinfected and deep cleaned.
39. If the number of students returning in-person will not allow for social
distanc ing, how does the distric t plan on making sure safety guidelines are
followed?
a. The framework developed split students into cohorts and assumes all
students will return. The district knows we can follow safety guidelines with
half of our entire population in our buildings. Knowing it is very unlikely all
students will want to return in-person at this time makes us more confident
we can ensure safety protocols are in place.
40. How come we are being surveyed again?
a. A key difference between the current and previous survey is the specific
information requested. The survey sent to families in the summer was
anonymous. In addition, time has passed, and families have access to new
information aboutCOVID-19, as well as Remote Learning.
41. Why doesn't the distric t simply put cameras in the classroom to "stream"
the teacher for students who are at home?
a. The size of our district and required technology to accommodate all
classrooms and all teachers makes this concept prohibitive. In addition,
many of the instructional strategies used by our teachers do not transfer
well to teaching half a class in person and half a class through live
streaming simultaneously.
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42. If we stay virtual, will we stay on the Schoology and WebEx Platforms?
a. Yes. Schoology and WebEx will remain our platforms for Virtual Learning.
43.lf I do not respond to the survey, what will happen to my child?
a. First, please respond to the survey. However, if you do not respond , you
can expect a phone call from a staff member at your child's school to
follow up with you on your preference.
44.Should I purchase PPE and cleaning supplies?
a. There is no need to purchase PPE or cleaning supplies. Our schools are
well stocked with masks, gloves, and cleaning supplies. However, many
families prefer to wear their own mask or face shield, which they are
welcome to do.
45. I'm very concerned about my young child wearing a mask, will there be
mask breaks?
a. There will not be formal mask breaks du ring the school day. Realizing
"mask fatigue" is an issue for youngerstudents is why the first step of our
return to school for elementary students is a half-day of school.
46.Are you allowed to test my children without my knowledge for COVID?
a. Our schools do not perform COVID testing . We do take student's
temperatures, as we always have, and we can recommend COVID testing
to families.
47.On in-person days for elementary school, are specials in-person?
a. No. Elementary specials will continue to be virtual.
48. If I have one child who I want to go back in-person, and I have one I want to
keep virtual, can I?
a. Absolutely. Please select the option that is best for your child at this time.
49. Will all children be tested for COVID before returning to school in-person?
a. Requiring COVID testing for all children is not part of our plan for students
to return for in-person learning .
50. Will desks be cleaned between classes?
a. Students will sit at a desk that has been sanitized when they arrive in their
classrooms.
51.1 am confused by this statement in the FAQs: "Can a student be part time
virtual and part time in-person? Not at this time, families must select inperson or virtual." The proposed secondary schedule shows that in-person
students will have to attend virtually on Wednesdays. This answer needs
clarification.
a. As an example, a student who attends Cousino and MMSTC can attend
their classes at their home school and at Butcher either in-person or
virtually. The same is true for middle school students who can attend their
classes at their home schools and MS2TC/MSVPA either in-person or
virtually. However, we are notable to accommodate students who want to
attend some of their classes in-person and some virtually. For example, a
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